Enter the drawing for a Unique Pink CellDrop Automated Cell Counter

DeNovix is giving away a one-off, pink version of the unique CellDrop Automated Cell Counter. Featuring patented DirectPipette Technology, the CellDrop removes the need for plastic slides from routine cell counting, eliminating disposable costs and reducing the environmental impact of scientific research.

Count Cells Without Slides

Entry is open to all researchers around the world. Simply use the links below to enter and share with your friends and colleagues for more chances to win!

Enter at www.denovix.com/pink or using the links below

Good Luck!

7 Ways to Enter

Visit the CellDrop Webpage +3
Visit denovixvideos on YouTube +2
Visit DeNovix Inc. on Facebook +1
Tweet With The # Hashtag +1
Refer Friends For Extra Entries +5
Enter Your Secret Code +2
Sign up to the DeNovix Newsletter +1

See the Pink CellDrop and Pick up your Secret Code for extra entries at these conferences

ABRF 2020, Palm Springs, Booth #122
Experimental Biology 2020, San Diego, Booth #1310
AACR 2020, San Diego, Booth #1919
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